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Origin and Destination Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Chatham Area Transit (CAT) provides fixed route and paratransit services for the City of Savannah
and unincorporated Chatham County, currently operating 17 fixed routes seven days a week. Of
the 17 routes, two operate as express routes providing service from the Savannah Hilton Head
International Airport to the transit center in downtown Savannah, and from the Gateway Park and
Ride facility located at I-95 and SR 204 to the transit center. In addition to the fixed routes, CAT
also operates a downtown circulator shuttle.
CAT is committed to continually assess and improve services provided, and in May, 2016, CAT
undertook a statistical ridership analysis utilizing data from November, 2013 to March, 2016. This
ridership analysis focused on gaining a better understanding of transit usage and to determine if
fluctuations in ridership could be attributed to external causal factors, such as weather, holidays,
special events, fuel prices and unemployment rates.
The results of the analysis showed that outside causal factors accounted for periodic ridership
fluctuations, but that a more in depth examination of the overall system and routes was warranted
to determine how to increase operational efficiency throughout the system. In the continuing
effort to better serve the community and maximize efficiencies within the fixed route system, CAT
undertook an Origin and Destination analysis utilizing AirSage data, which is based on cellular
network information, to determine the travel patterns within the area.
The study area was initially identified as Chatham County, and all incorporated municipalities
located within the County, including Savannah, Port Wentworth, Bloomingdale, Garden City,
Thunderbolt, Vernonburg, and Tybee Island. The following Exhibit shows the study area and
existing CAT fixed route bus service lines.
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Concurrently, the Coastal Region Metropolitan Planning Organization (CORE MPO) is required by
federal mandate to develop a process for effectively managing congestion and providing for
efficient mobility within the planning area, which encompasses all of Chatham County, a small
portion of neighboring Effingham County to the northwest, and the City of Richmond Hill, located
in Bryan County to the south.
Recognizing the synergies and advantages of a coordinated effort, CAT and CORE MPO joined
together to understand the mobility needs of the public within Chatham County, as well as in
neighboring Richmond Hill. The effort focused on the development of recommendations to
enhance the operational efficiency of the existing transit system and determine areas that are
currently under- or over-served by CAT, as well as identify areas of potential expansion while
simultaneously providing CORE MPO with the analysis of travel patterns needed to develop their
process for managing congestion. Through this cooperative effort, the organizations were able
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to purchase additional data for use by both agencies, as well as allowing for an expanded
geographic area of data coverage.
The major elements of the study included the review, processing and analysis of the data
described above, a transit suitability or propensity analysis, and the development of
recommendations. The AirSage analysis was compared to the results of the transit suitability
analysis as a data check to identify and address any anomalies within the data, and then overlaid
with the current service routes to develop recommendations of service and operational
improvements.
Recommendations from the Origin and Destination (O-D) Analysis are intended to guide future
operational modifications to CAT service, and to function as the framework for the Transit
Development Plan update. Public and Stakeholder involvement will be sought, in accordance with
all Federal and State regulations, prior to the implementation of service changes.
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2. DATA REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
2.1 AirSage Overview
AirSage, a wireless information and data provider based in Atlanta, collects location and
movement data obtained from anonymous mobile devices. This data is collected from wireless
signals and provides information to better understand where people are and where they are
going.
Mobile devices frequently “ping” cell towers and AirSage technology extracts data from the cell
carriers, monitoring location and movement of the mobile devices. Each device is time-stamped
with regard to locations and timeframes and is processed and used to create trip tables that
describe where people are and where they are going. The basic framework for the identified
activity points are home, work and other. The home locations are identified as the spot where the
device typically spends the night (9:01 PM to 6:00 AM). Work locations are identified as the spot
where the device typically spends the day between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM and the other category
captures all activity points outside of the home and work. All of the activity points are combined
which then allow for the creation of the trip tables or matrices.

The activity points are overlaid with the Traffic Analysis Zones that are typically found in the travel
demand model and assigned to the appropriate zone, as well as trip purpose and time of day.
The number and type of each trip for each zone are then combined to determine the travel
behaviors and patterns within the zonal structure.
The subscribers, or devices, are classified into three standard categories, which include residents,
non-residents and through trips. The resident category is assumed to have a home within the
4
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study area based on ping locations and length of time in the specific location. Non-residents
were identified for several days, which indicate visitors to the area. The through subscriber was
only “pinged” for one day during the study period and were typically passing through the area.
The purchased data included two months of information collected during October, 2015 and April,
2016. Data for each month included average weekday (Tuesday through Thursday) for the time
frames the AM peak period (7:00 AM – 10:00 AM); PM peak period (4:00 PM – 7:00 PM); mid-day
and the 24-hour totals. The data was also stratified into three classification of trips and six user
categories and structured within the framework of the CORE MPO Regional Travel Demand Model.

2.2 Aggregating Traffic Analysis Zones
A Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) is defined as the
basic geographic unit for inventorying
demographic data and land use within a study
area. The density or size of zones can vary
greatly depending on the amount of rural or
less-developed areas in a study area. 1 The TAZ
is also one of the primary factors used to
purchase and process AirSage data for analysis.
The CAT Origin and Destination study uses the
CORE MPO’s TAZ structure, developed during
the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP)
update in 2014, as a base for the zonal structure.
The TAZs were then aggregated and
renumbered to reflect the goals of the Origin
and Destination study.
The study team cooperatively set targets for the
TAZ consolidation effort that would meet the
intent of the study goals, and fit within the
established data procurement budget. The
CORE TAZ structure includes 622 zones, with an
O-D Study target of 230 zones.
An initial screening was conducted targeting
TAZs that had zero values for employment and population to be eliminated from the data set, in
1https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/tmip/publications/other_reports/technical_synthesis_report/page01.cf

m
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addition to areas that were exclusively water bodies and/or undevelopable lands. The following
figure shows the study area’s working TAZ structure, and highlights the zones targeted for
elimination.

The remaining TAZs were then aggregated, focusing on TAZs with similar land-uses, and following
AirSage guidance for aggregation standards. The most significant parameter provided for
aggregation is TAZ size, which was limited to a minimum of 300 meters across. The results of this
consolidation metric can most easily be seen in Savannah’s downtown district, where the average
TAZ was between 90 – 200 meters, prior to aggregation. The study team combined adjacent TAZs
throughout the study area following the AirSage quality assurance principles.
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During the iterative zonal aggregation process, the study area was expanded to incorporate the
urbanized area of Richmond Hill in Bryan County. Once the team achieved the targeted number
of zones, a technical work session was conducted to review the resulting AirSage data for accuracy.
The final zonal structure can be seen in the following figure.
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Analyzing trips that enter the study area requires the identification of “external zones” or TAZs
that are located outside of the study area. The study team determined that this information was
critical to the identification of commuters, short term visitors and long term visitors from
surrounding counties. Utilizing US Census American Community Survey2 commute data, seven
external Georgia counties and two external South Carolina counties were identified as primary
contributors to trips within the study area. The following table lists the external counties, and the
corresponding number of workers in the commuting flow to Chatham County.

COMMUTERS, COUNTY TO COUNTY

Home County/State

Commuting Flow

TAZ Number

Screven, GA

316

306

Effingham, GA

13,994

303

Bulloch, GA

2,945

304

Bryan, GA

6,911

301

Liberty/Long, GA

3,536

302

McIntosh, GA

397

305

Jasper/Beaufort, SC

2,449

307

Source: US Census American Community Survey 2009 – 2013,
County to County Commuting Flows

The external zones are fully aggregated at the County level and include only one data point, or
centroid, where all origin and destination data associated with that zone is stored. This element
is critical when analyzing modeling results graphically, as external travel sheds can appear
disproportionately significant in comparison to travel lines that connect to various TAZs, for
example, all trips traveling to the external counties will merge to connect to one central point, and
will not reflect where geographically those trips originated or ended within the county.
The following figure shows the location of the external zones and their relationship to the CAT OD Analysis study area.

2

American Community Survey (ACS) asks respondents about their primary workplace location. The U.S.
Census Bureau's publicly available ACS tables present information about where people work by both
residence-based and workplace-based data.
https://www.census.gov/hhes/commuting/data/commutingflows.html
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Source: RS&H, Inc.

2.3 AirSage Data
Utilizing the approved TAZs, GIS shapefiles3 were provided to AirSage for processing, and cellular
data was distributed to each zone. The trip ends (Activity Points) were assigned to these zones,
and all of the trip ends within those zones are also assigned a purpose and time of day during
which they took place. The number of trip ends are totaled to determine the total number of trips

3

A shapefile is a simple, nontopological format for storing the geometric location and attribute information
of geographic features. Geographic features in a shapefile can be represented by points, lines, or polygons
(areas). Source: ArcGIS
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that took place within each zone. All of this data is then packaged in the form of an O-D Matrix
table with nine (9) attribute fields corresponding directly to the approved TAZ numbers. The
following table is an example of the AirSage data file.

The data tables are separated into two files for analysis, including aggregated data by day (24
hours), and data distributed into segments of each day called “day parts”. Each file includes the
nine (9) data fields that can be used for analysis. The following table describes each of the AirSage
data table fields.

Field Name

Field Description

Origin Zone

The zone where the trips began

Destination
Zone

The zone where the trips ended

Start Date

The starting date of the Date Range (YYMMDD)

End Date

The ending date of the Date Range (YYMMDD)

Time of Day

The Time of Day Periods are defined as follows:
1. One of 5 pre-defined Day Parts (DP):
a. AM Peak = 6:00:01 AM to 10:00:00 AM;
b. Mid-Day = 10:00:01 AM to 3:00:00 PM;
c. PM Peak = 3:00:01 PM – 7:00:00 PM;
2. A single 24 hour day (H)

Aggregation

The Aggregation for which the number is calculated is as
follows:
1. Total (Tot) = the total for the Time Period(s) over
the Date Range;
2. Average (Avg) = the average day for the Time
Period(s) over the Date Range;
3. Week (W) = the average week for the Tuime
Period(s) over the Date Range;
4. Weekday (WD) = average weekday (Tues, Wed,
Thurs) for the Time Period over the Date Range;
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5. Weekend Day (WE) = average weekend day (Sat,
Sun) for the Time Period over the Date Range.
Purpose

A value characterizing the Departure and Arrival Zones of
the Trips.
1. 3-Class: Home-Based Work (HBW); Home-Based
Other (HBO); and Non-Home Based (NHB)

Residence Class

A value characterizing the trips between residents versus
visitors.
1. 6-Class: Resident Worker, Home Worker, Inbound
Commuter, Outbound Commuter, Short-term
Visitor, Long-term Visitor

Count

The number of trips, made by people with the given
Attribute, that started in the given Origin Zone and ended
in the given Destination Zone during the given Date
Range and Time Period

Source: AirSage
One of the key features included in the AirSage O-D Matrix is subscribers that are
classified/grouped into six categories: resident worker, home worker, inbound commuter,
outbound commuter, short term visitor and long term visitor. “Resident worker” lives and works
within in the study area. “Home worker” is one whose day and night time clusters are same and
are within the study area. “Short-terms visitors” are the through travelers whereas “Long term
Visitors” stay more than a couple of days. “Outbound commuter” means the subscriber has a
home location in the study area but work location is outside the region. “Inbound commuter” has
home location in the external area of the study region area but work location is in one of the
internal zones.
Trip purpose is classified into 3-class
categories
providing
standard
definitions of what is used in the
travel demand modeling industry –
Home-Based Work (HBW), HomeBased Other (HBO) and Not HomeBased (NHB).
The trip purpose
diagram provides a graphical
representation of how trip objectives
are categorized into these 3 class
categories.
For example, a trip
originating in TAZ 1 traveling to TAZ
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3 would be a “Home-Based Work” trip, as the trip originated at the individual’s home and ended
at their work location.
Each trip is also grouped by trip start time by the hour of the day and aggregated into custom
categories for time of day analysis. Standard time of day groups used in the CAT O-D Analysis
incudes 6 AM to 10 AM, 10 Am to 3 PM, 3 Pm to 7 PM and a fully aggreagated 24 hour count.
The trips are also identified by the day of the week travel was made, allowing for analysis of travel
variation by each weekday.
Additional information on the AirSage’s data processing policies and methodology can be found
in the Appendix.

2.4 Data Analysis and Results
In order to establish goals, objectives and parameters for the data analysis, the study team
collaborated to develop a list of Analysis Questions which formed the guiding framework for the
technical analysis. The following questions were crafted to gain additional understanding about
the general travel behaviors, as well as the resulting impacts and opportunities for the CAT transit
system.
 Which zones intersect with CAT transit routes?
o Which zones intersect with high ridership CAT transit routes?
o Which zones intersect with low ridership CAT routes?
 Which zones are primarily visitor destinations?
 Which zones are primary resident destinations?
 Which zones are primary resident work destinations?
 Which zones are primary resident home locations?
 Which zones intersect with Universities and shift based employers?
 Which zones, not currently served, have significant trip activity?
 What times of day do trips peak, by user class, by trip type?
 Which zones have high transit propensity and high trip values?
 Which zones have high sufficient density for base/premium transit service?
 Which zones have population characteristics consistent with choice transit ridership?
 Which zones have major employers, and a high number of trips originating within the
study area?
 What percentage of transit service is currently provided in areas with densities insufficient
to support basic/premium service?
 What is the percentage of short term visitors within the existing CAT service area?
 Which zones have the highest percentage of “inbound commuters”?
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 Which zones have the highest percentage of “outbound commuters”?
 What are inbound and outbound commuter’s primary destinations, and how do they
interact with existing transit routes/park-n-ride facilities?
 Which zones have the highest trip origin and destination correlation, and what are the
primary contributing user and trip types?
The primary data sources identified as resources to answer the study questions were AirSage travel
data, Census household and employment data, and CAT ridership data, both at the route and stop
level. The following graphic demonstrates how the various data sources were used to answer the
analysis questions, and ultimately guide the development of recommendations.

The following sections detail the CAT O-D Analysis methodology and results generated by the
study team.

2.4.1 Methodology
Three key datasets used in the analysis were the AirSage origin-destination flows, stop-level
ridership counts, and transit suitability layers. The following sections describe each dataset and
its preparation before the presentation of results in subsequent sections.

2.4.2 Origin-Destination Analysis
The AirSage data was central to the O-D analysis. After receiving the four AirSage data files (one
with 24-hour data and one broken into day parts for both analysis months), Microsoft Excel pivot
tables were developed to create origin-to-destination trip matrices by trip purpose, time of day,
and subscriber type. In addition, further customized trip tables were created. An example of a
custom trip table is home-based-work trips made by resident workers in the morning. Citilabs
Cube software, used for travel demand modeling, was utilized to visualize and analyze the origindestination data. Adjustments were made to the standard CORE MPO regional travel demand
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model network to accommodate the aggregated TAZ structure. Once loaded into Cube, the trip
tables were used to create desire lines and node point charts. Pivot tables were also created to
prepare for mapping display in ArcGIS by converting the AirSage data to tables with the numbers
of trips originating and number of trips destined for each zone by the various combinations of
purpose, subscriber type, and time of day.

2.4.3 Ridership
The AirSage data represent the movement of cellular devices throughout the study area,
unconstrained by mode of transportation. To understand the AirSage data relative to transit
system activity, stop-level ridership data were analyzed. While CAT is working to continuously
develop its ridership data through acquisition of Automated Passenger Counters (APC4), the most
recent system wide stop-level boarding and alighting counts were taken in 2013.
The study team reviewed all available ridership data and selected the 2013 Ridecheck Sheets for
use in the analysis. Prior to processing, an extensive Quality Control analysis was conducted to
ensure the 2013 Ridecheck data accurately reflected route level system ridership trends. The 2013
data was reviewed and compared to 2014, 2015, and 2016 ridership data at the route level. The
following exhibit provides a sample of the comparative tables used to screen the 2013 data for
accuracy. Ridership analysis tables for each CAT transit route can be found in the Appendix.

10_17_SILK HOPE
Average Daily Ridership, Regular Weekdays
2013 2014
2015
Jan
643
554
608
Feb
583
607
656
605
Mar
593
594
610
Apr
556
579
601
May
566
586
484
Jun
571
532
573
Jul
641
566
Aug
619
633
610
Sep
638
695
588
626
Oct
682
589
Nov
579
606
566
Dec
587
639
572
Source
Route_MoEachYr

2016 Average % change StDev
562
592
-13%
83
585
608
0%
82
551
586
-9%
86
581
-5%
50
584
-2%
87
529
10%
103
593
-1%
99
620
-2%
57
640
-8%
103
632
-6%
110
583
-2%
101
599
-3%
84
596
-3%

4

Automatic Passenger Counter (APC) - An automated means of counting boarding and alighting
passengers (e.g., treadle mats or infrared beams placed by the door) (www.its.dot.gov).
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The Ridecheck sheets are Microsoft Excel files that contain numerous workbooks for inbound /
outbound travel for each route. Within each workbook, there are worksheets with various time
segments documenting the data collection schedule. In order to compare CAT ridership trends
with AirSage travel behaviors, the boarding and alighting data needed to be processed to match
the Morning, Mid-day, and Afternoon “day-parts” present in the cellular data files.
The CAT ridership data was carefully combined and processed into AM, Mid-day, and PM timeperiods. Discrepancies in each transit stop’s location (latitude and longitude) were reviewed and
corrected so that the processed ridership data could be used to create a GIS bus stop shapefile.
Once the ridership data was aggregated, grouped by daypart, and examined for GIS mapping
coordinates, it was loaded to the CAT transit network and mapped to display the trip activity for
boardings and alightings in a series of ridership exhibits. The ridership data was also overlaid with
AirSage travel data to observe how transit ridership corresponds with the overall cellular travel
sheds. During the course of the analysis, current stop level ridership data was made available for
limited routes, as Automated Passenger Counters (APC) were introduced within the system. The
study team used this resource for comparison with the 2013 ridership data for all routes where
available.
A full copy of the processed Ridecheck and APC data can be viewed in the Appendix.
Another element of transit operation data taken into consideration in evaluating origins and
destinations was a CAT system transfer matrix. The table below shows the number of transfers
in February 2016 that were issued from each route to each route. This data is important to the
analysis as it provides insights about how the routes support one another to complete trips at
the system level. The matrix highlights critical route transfer relationships, such as Route 25 MLK Jr. Blvd. / Westlake Apts and Route 14 - Abercorn that experienced 481 transfers.
Conversely, the matrix also assists in the identification of transfer opportunities that are
underutilized and flagged for additional analysis.
TRANSFER MATRIX

From
Route
3
3B

Transfers
Issued
1,896
1,336

20

4

1,266

75

59

6

928

1

4

2

10

1,552

71

99

62

17

11

109

9

7

2

1

1

12

1,164

3

10

17

1

109

3

3B

4

6

10

11

12

14

17

20

25

27

28

29

31

6

69
52

0
1

74
92

16
0

20
5

403
223

52
116

0
0

235
185

31
115

172
22

20
11

55
78

Transfers
Used
1,157
921

27

56

21

29

134

56

1

49

57

31

17

88

700

1

0

0

312

107

0

4

63

18

0

41

554

1

62

195

47

0

145

157

16

38

78

988

2

6

8

0

7

2

4

2

0

51

212

24

0

74

75

58

2

24

620

10
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4,193

270

172

85

242

148

1

156

115

16

258

259

98

56

224

2,101

17

1,648

96

62

42

95

59

0

26

210

0

87

92

8

11

113

902

20

83

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

7

0

0

0

5

0

5

20

25

3,021

314

155

50

1

146

3

75

481

131

0

160

159

52

148

1,879

27

1,790

91

89

58

37

84

13

69

170

116

5

210

38

66

64

1,112

28

1,590

183

35

67

16

45

0

57

115

38

8

178

53

16

46

857

29

844

23

73

26

1

48

13

2

160

44

1

43

91

7

31

1,705

45

61

83

39

49

3

24

232

97

2

119

37

58

13

54

590

Total

23,138

1202

832

616

479

912

82

527

2862

951

33

1595

1192

694

305

866
1018

13,319

Source: Chatham Area Transit

2.4.4 Transit Suitability Analysis
Determining transit suitability is a process by which a given population is examined, via
aggregated Census data, to identify higher concentrations of people that are most likely to ride
public transit, as well as those that are statistically most vulnerable to transportation barriers.
Suitability is a critical element used to gain insights regarding the transit system’s coverage and
ridership performance. Two specific concepts that address the suitability of neighborhoods and
corridors for transit service are transit propensity and transit-supportive density.
High transit utilization has historically been associated with high concentrations of certain
populations that typically exhibit a high propensity to use transit. Generally, areas with high transit
propensity have high boarding and alighting activity, and AirSage trip flows would reflect some
transit trips. The demographic factors associated with high transit propensity are: households
without cars, low income, minority, female, mobility limitation, work disability, and recent
immigrants. These data were compiled for block groups in the 2014 five-year American
Community Survey from the U.S. Census Bureau. Each factor was assigned a weight and combined
together to form a composite propensity score, which can be seen in the figure on the left below.
TRANSIT PROPENSITY

POPULATION DENSITY
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Deeper shades of purple represent higher transit propensity. Many areas served by transit have
high transit propensity, and few high transit propensity areas exist away from existing routes.
Population density is a factor typically included in transit propensity. However, within the present
study area, population density overpowered other factors; therefore, population density is isolated
from transit propensity, as shown in the figure above on the right. The population density map
provides insights regarding CAT service currently offered in areas insufficient to support hourly
service.
The propensity analysis for Chatham County shows that the zones with the highest concentrations
of populations most likely to utilize transit are currently served by CAT. There are also areas within
the CAT service area that show very low propensity for transit usage.
Transit requires a certain critical mass of Density per Gross Acre
Transit Frequency
adjacent activities to generate riders to
4 Jobs
60 minutes
support and warrant the system. Transit3 HH
60 minutes
supportive areas are those that have
4.67 HH
30 minutes
sufficient
population
density
or
10 HH
10 minutes
employment density to support transit
service. The Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual cites studies that establish that four
jobs per acre or three households per acre are required to support hourly transit service. To
support transit service every ten minutes, the population density would need to be ten households
per acre. The study area was screened for transit supportive densities by mapping total
employment within a TAZ divided by the acreage, as well as the total sum of households within a
TAZ divided by acreage. The Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual thresholds for service
were applied to the results and mapped to demonstrate where job and housing densities were
appropriate to offer base and premium transit service.
The following figure shows TAZs with sufficient employment densities to offer hourly transit
service, highlighted in green. The household densities sufficient to support base and premium
transit service are demonstrated by color scale, where yellow represents base or hourly service,
and red represents sufficient density for premium or 10 minute service frequencies.
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TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE AREAS (TSA)

The household and employment density analysis was also utilized to answer the Analysis
Question:
What percentage of transit service is being provided in areas with densities not sufficient to support
basic/premium service (geographic %)?
The response to this question can be seen geographically in the previous map, while the following
table shows the detailed breakdown of the geographic percentage of service that is being offered
to TAZs with densities insufficient to support transit service.
TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE AREAS BY ROUTE

Route

Name

17 Silk Hope
100X Airport Express
20 Skidaway Island - Coffee Bluff

Route Miles

Rt. Miles /
Transit
Supportive
Area (TSA)

Geographic
Percentage
of TSA

39.390013

4.961169

12.6%

32.034966

6.54005

20.4%

37.811209

10.693054

28.3%
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29 W. Gwinnett - Cloverdale

12.119983

3.551416

29.3%

25 MLK Jr Blvd - Westlake Apts

22.592167

7.296749

32.3%

10 East Savannah

32.404007

11.587591

35.8%

3 West Chatham

36.267064

13.488072

37.2%

6 Cross Town

32.917891

13.298138

40.4%

80 Tiger Shuttle

1.983721

0.843002

42.5%

12.057134

5.233045

43.4%

16.561232

8.893907

53.7%

12 Henry

21.984896

11.87588

54.0%

11 Candler

25.122418

14.791941

58.9%

31 Skidaway-Sandfly

28.088913

17.616932

62.7%

4 Barnard

24.735946

18.697559

75.6%

14 Abercorn

27.389957

25.674746

93.7%

27 Waters

18.919938

17.977887

95.0%

28 Waters

19.894382

19.525412

98.1%

5 dot Express Shuttle

4.780556

4.780556

100.0%

8 Liberty Shuttle

2.041124

2.041124

100.0%

3B Garden City_Augusta_Ave
170X University Express

Approximately 60% of CAT’s geographic route coverage is outside of transit supportive areas
which can lead to limited trips per service mile performance. It is important to consider the land
development patterns within the study area that present low density corridors with high density
clusters in outlying areas. These land development patterns are indicative of public and private
investments made in primarily undeveloped areas, along with the impacts of wetlands found in
coastal communities that limit development in environmentally sensitive areas. Because of these
development patterns found within the study area, spanning low density areas is sometimes
necessary to reach certain higher density destinations, such as the Airport and surrounding
businesses.
Low density routes include Routes 6 - Cross Town, 10 - East Savannah, 17 - Silk Hope, 20 Skidaway Island/Coffee Bluff, 25 - MKL Jr Blvd./Westlake Apts., and 29 - W. Gwinnett/Cloverdale.
Route 14 - Abercorn follows a spine of transit supportive density TAZs. The following figure shows
the geographic breakdown of CAT routes that offer service within transit supportive areas Route
segments are color coded where green demonstrates areas where densities are the lowest and
red shows route segments where densities are the highest.
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TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE AREAS BY ROUTE

While this data offers important insights about potential transit ridership markets, it is also very
valuable for use to support CAT policy decisions regarding proportionate balance of routes
focused on providing service to high density markets, vs routes focused on providing affordable
transportation to disadvantaged and transit dependent members of the community. For example,
vulnerable and disadvantaged members of the community may not reside in high density areas
and therefore, may not generate a substantial volume of passenger trips on the given route that
serves them.
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2.4.5 Results
The origin and destination dataset provided many insights into travel patterns within the study
area and examples detailed below describe the types of analysis. Subsequent sections inventory
trip patterns by subscriber type and trip purpose. The AirSage trip data is also analyzed in
conjunction with the transit system, including service area, transit propensity, transit-supportive
density, and ridership.
2.4.5.1 AIRSAGE DATA OVERVIEW
An overview of the insights offered by AirSage data can be seen in the tables below. The aggregated
AirSage data was disaggregated and compiled into spreadsheets that allow for direct comparison of
subscriber type and trip purpose by the time of day, or “day-part” that these trips were made. The table
also provides the ability to directly compare the trip
activity for April and October, allowing the study team to
screen for data anomalies and/or substantial seasonal
fluctuations. The subscriber types and trip purposes that
demonstrated the highest volumes of trips at various dayparts were highlighted and flagged for additional analysis.
For example, in the table below, “Mid-Day” can be
identified as the most active trip period in the data set,
comprising over 48% of all trips. In addition, “resident
workers” represent the largest contributors to daily trips at
33.51% of all trips made in all time periods.
By defining external TAZs as adjacent counties that have
significant employment based correlations identified by
the Department of Labor and US Census, the study team
was also able to isolate the trips originating outside
Chatham County and ending within the study area. The
adjacent table shows the breakdown of total trips made in
April 2016 from external Counties to zones within the
study area and the following tables provide the detailed
data overview.

AirSage Trip Data - Trips Entering Study
Area from Surrounding Counties
External County
Screven

*Total Trips: April
2016
1,869

McIntosh

9,835

Bulloch

18,670

Bryan (excluding
Richmond Hill)

28,449

Bryan (including
Richmond Hill)

40,444

Liberty/Long

32,192

Jasper/Beaufort

38,514

Effingham

53,937

*Trip values are derived from AirSage cellular
device data, and includes all subscriber types, all
trip types, and all day parts.
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AIRSAGE DATA OVERVIEW
Category (April 2016)
24-Hour Counts*
Day Period Counts**
AM Peak - All Trips/Resident Classes
Mid-Day Peak - All Trips/Resident Classes
PM Peak - All Trips/Resident Classes
Home Worker - All Trips
Home Worker - AM Peak/All Trips
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Home Worker - PM Peak/All Trips
Home Worker - AM Peak/HBO
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Home Worker - PM Peak/HBO
Home Worker - AM Peak/NHB
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Home Worker - PM Peak/NHB
Resident Worker - All Trips
Resident Worker - AM Peak/All Trips
Resident Worker - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Resident Worker - PM Peak/All Trips
Resident Worker - AM Peak/HBW
Resident Worker - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
Resident Worker - PM Peak/HBW
Resident Worker - AM Peak/HBO
Resident Worker - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Resident Worker - PM Peak/HBO
Resident Worker - AM Peak/NHB
Resident Worker - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Resident Worker - PM Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - All Trips
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/All Trips
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/All Trips
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBW
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBW
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/NHB

Aggregate Percentage
1,445,268
N/A
1,159,165
100%
271,771
23.45%
560,973
48.39%
326,420
28.16%
149,169
12.87%
31,573
2.72%
78,387
6.76%
39,209
3.38%
29,637
2.56%
66,671
5.75%
33,381
2.88%
1,936
0.17%
11,716
1.01%
5,828
0.50%
388,418
33.51%
92,669
7.99%
177,336
15.30%
118,413
10.22%
31,077
2.68%
30,203
2.61%
23,769
2.05%
26,220
2.26%
42,950
3.71%
35,222
3.04%
35,372
3.05%
104,183
8.99%
59,422
5.13%
27,832
2.40%
7,581
0.65%
11,414
0.98%
8,836
0.76%
2,438
0.21%
2,657
0.23%
1,857
0.16%
2,129
0.18%
2,284
0.20%
2,408
0.21%
3,014
0.26%
6,473
0.56%
4,572
0.39%

Category (October 2015)
24-Hour Counts*
Day Period Counts**
AM Peak - All Trips/Resident Classes
Mid-Day Peak - All Trips/Resident Classes
PM Peak - All Trips/Resident Classes
Home Worker - All Trips
Home Worker - AM Peak/All Trips
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Home Worker - PM Peak/All Trips
Home Worker - AM Peak/HBO
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Home Worker - PM Peak/HBO
Home Worker - AM Peak/NHB
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Home Worker - PM Peak/NHB
Resident Worker - All Trips
Resident Worker - AM Peak/All Trips
Resident Worker - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Resident Worker - PM Peak/All Trips
Resident Worker - AM Peak/HBW
Resident Worker - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
Resident Worker - PM Peak/HBW
Resident Worker - AM Peak/HBO
Resident Worker - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Resident Worker - PM Peak/HBO
Resident Worker - AM Peak/NHB
Resident Worker - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Resident Worker - PM Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - All Trips
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/All Trips
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/All Trips
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBW
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBW
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/NHB

Aggregate Percentage
1,452,606
N/A
1,562,488
100%
367,454
23.52%
744,792
47.67%
450,241
28.82%
161,587
10.34%
32,651
2.09%
84,542
5.41%
44,394
2.84%
30,425
1.95%
71,471
4.57%
37,498
2.40%
2,226
0.14%
13,072
0.84%
6,895
0.44%
385,055
24.64%
91,100
5.83%
173,407
11.10%
120,548
7.72%
33,827
2.16%
34,994
2.24%
25,523
1.63%
25,125
1.61%
42,561
2.72%
36,887
2.36%
32,148
2.06%
95,851
6.13%
58,138
3.72%
34,851
2.23%
8,864
0.57%
15,136
0.97%
10,851
0.69%
2,630
0.17%
2,898
0.19%
1,936
0.12%
2,340
0.15%
3,162
0.20%
2,963
0.19%
3,895
0.25%
9,076
0.58%
5,951
0.38%
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AIRSAGE DATA OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)
Category (April 2016)
24-Hour
Counts*
Inbound
Commuter
- All Trips
Day Period- AM
Counts**
Inbound Commuter
Peak/All Trips
Inbound
Commuter
- Mid-Day Peak/All
Trips
AM Peak
- All Trips/Resident
Classes
InboundPeak
Commuter
- PM Peak/All Trips
Mid-Day
- All Trips/Resident
Classes
Inbound
- AM Peak/HBW
PM PeakCommuter
- All Trips/Resident
Classes
Inbound Home
Commuter
- Mid-Day
Peak/HBW
Worker
- All Trips
Inbound
Commuter
Peak/HBW
Home Worker
- AM- PM
Peak/All
Trips
Inbound
Commuter
- AMPeak/All
Peak/HBO
Home
Worker
- Mid-Day
Trips
Inbound
- Mid-Day
Peak/HBO
HomeCommuter
Worker - PM
Peak/All
Trips
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBO
Home Worker - AM Peak/HBO
Inbound Commuter - AM Peak/NHB
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Inbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Home Worker - PM Peak/HBO
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/NHB
Home Worker - AM Peak/NHB
Short Term Visitor - All Trips
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Short Term Visitor - AM Peak/All Trips
Home Worker - PM Peak/NHB
Short Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Worker
- All TripsTrips
Short Resident
Term Visitor
- PM Peak/All
Resident
Worker
Trips
Short Term
Visitor- AM
- AMPeak/All
Peak/HBW
Resident
Worker
Trips
Short Term
Visitor- Mid-Day
- Mid-DayPeak/All
Peak/HBW
Resident
Worker
Trips
Short Term
Visitor- PM
- PMPeak/All
Peak/HBW
Resident
Peak/HBW
Short
TermWorker
Visitor - AM Peak/HBO
Resident
Peak/HBW
Short
TermWorker
Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Resident
Peak/HBW
Short
TermWorker
Visitor - PM Peak/HBO
Short
TermWorker
Visitor - AM
Resident
AMPeak/NHB
Peak/HBO
Short
TermWorker
Visitor - Mid-Day
Resident
Mid-DayPeak/NHB
Peak/HBO
Short
TermWorker
Visitor -- PM
Resident
PMPeak/NHB
Peak/HBO
Long Term
Visitor
- AllPeak/NHB
Trips
Resident
Worker
- AM
Long TermWorker
Visitor - Mid-Day
AM Peak/All
Trips
Resident
Peak/NHB
Long Resident
Term Visitor
- Mid-Day
Trips
Worker
- PM Peak/All
Peak/NHB
Long
Term Visitor
- PM Peak/All
Trips
Outbound
Commuter
- All Trips
Long Term
Visitor - -AM
Outbound
Commuter
AMPeak/HBW
Peak/All Trips
Long Term
Visitor - -Mid-Day
Outbound
Commuter
Mid-DayPeak/HBW
Peak/All Trips
Long Term Visitor - PM Peak/HBW
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/All Trips
Long Term Visitor - AM Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBW
Long Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
Long Term Visitor - PM Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBW
Long Term Visitor - AM Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBO
Long Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Outbound
Commuter
Mid-Day
Peak/HBO
Long Term
Visitor -- PM
Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBO
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/NHB
Inbound Commuter - All Trips
Inbound Commuter - AM Peak/All Trips
Inbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/All Trips
Inbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBW
Inbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBW
Inbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBO
Inbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBO
Inbound Commuter - AM Peak/NHB
Inbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/NHB
Short Term Visitor - All Trips
Short Term Visitor - AM Peak/All Trips
Short Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Short Term Visitor - PM Peak/All Trips
Short Term Visitor - AM Peak/HBW
Short Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
Short Term Visitor - PM Peak/HBW
Short Term Visitor - AM Peak/HBO
Short Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
Short Term Visitor - PM Peak/HBO
Short Term Visitor - AM Peak/NHB
Short Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
Short Term Visitor - PM Peak/NHB
Long Term Visitor - All Trips
Long Term Visitor - AM Peak/All Trips
Long Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
Long Term Visitor - PM Peak/All Trips

Aggregate Percentage
Category (October 2015)
Aggregate Percentage
3376570.31
N/A
Counts*
3421060.7
N/A
62,840
5.42%
Inbound24-Hour
Commuter
- All Trips
78,052
5.00%
2676758.51
100%
Day Period
Counts**
2667248.2
100%
15,525
1.34%
Inbound Commuter
- AM
Peak/All Trips
18,987
1.22%
27,580
2.38%
Inbound
- Mid-Day Peak/All
Trips
32,761
2.10%
642172.71
24%
AM Commuter
Peak - All Trips/Resident
Classes
638954.77
23.96%
19,736
1.70%
Inbound Commuter
- PM Peak/All Trips
26,304
1.68%
1330765.54
49.72%
Mid-Day
Peak - All Trips/Resident
Classes
1300948.8
48.77%
5,301
0.46%
Inbound
- AM Peak/HBW
6,246
0.40%
703820.26
26.29%
PM PeakCommuter
- All Trips/Resident
Classes
727344.62
27.27%
5,252
0.45%
Inbound Commuter
- Mid-Day
Peak/HBW
6,287
0.40%
154164.28
5.76%
Home Worker
- All Trips
165686.56
6.21%
4,413
0.38%
Inbound
- PM
Peak/HBW
4,824
0.31%
32346.46
1.21%
Home Commuter
Worker - AM
Peak/All
Trips
33365.92
1.25%
2,043
0.18%
Inbound
Commuter
- AM Peak/All
Peak/HBOTrips
3,661
0.23%
81097.81
3.03%
Home
Worker
- Mid-Day
86786.61
3.25%
2,304
0.20%
Inbound
Commuter
Mid-Day
Peak/HBO
4,669
0.30%
40720.01
1.52%
Home
Worker -- PM
Peak/All
Trips
45534.03
1.71%
3,095
0.27%
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBO
6,618
0.42%
29952.06
1.12%
Home Worker - AM Peak/HBO
30776.29
1.15%
8,180
0.71%
Inbound Commuter - AM Peak/NHB
9,080
0.58%
67381.51
2.52%
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
72293.88
2.71%
20,023
1.73%
Inbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
21,806
1.40%
33784.31
1.26%
Home Worker - PM Peak/HBO
37990.67
1.42%
12,228
1.05%
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/NHB
14,862
0.95%
2394.4
0.09%
Home Worker - AM Peak/NHB
2589.63
0.10%
122,778
10.59%
Short Term Visitor - All Trips
372,073
23.81%
13716.3
0.51%
Home Worker - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
14492.73
0.54%
22,287
1.92%
Short Term Visitor - AM Peak/All Trips
80,266
5.14%
6935.7
0.26%
Home Worker - PM Peak/NHB
7543.36
0.28%
71,582
6.18%
Short Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
191,925
12.28%
397432.26
14.85%
Resident
Worker
- All Trips
390910.65
14.66%
28,909
2.49%
Short Term
Visitor
- PM Peak/All
Trips
99,881
6.39%
94511.35
3.53%
Resident
Trips
92445.98
3.47%
12
0.00104%
Short
TermWorker
Visitor-- AM
AM Peak/All
Peak/HBW
19
0.00119%
181877.7
6.79%
Resident
Worker
Trips
176332.78
6.61%
17
0.00145%
Short Term
Visitor--Mid-Day
Mid-Day Peak/All
Peak/HBW
29
0.00185%
121043.21
4.52%
Resident
Trips
122131.89
4.58%
25
0.00219%
Short
TermWorker
Visitor-- PM
PM Peak/All
Peak/HBW
17
0.00111%
31079.28
1.16%
Resident
AMPeak/HBO
Peak/HBW
33902.07
1.27%
6,417
0.55%
Short
Term Worker
Visitor - -AM
34,300
2.20%
30210.33
1.13%
Resident
Mid-DayPeak/HBO
Peak/HBW
35090.6
1.32%
12,659
1.09%
Short
Term Worker
Visitor --Mid-Day
67,074
4.29%
23771.78
0.89%
Resident
PMPeak/HBO
Peak/HBW
25614.4
0.96%
6,949
0.60%
Short
Term Worker
Visitor - -PM
40,746
2.61%
15,858
1.37%
Short
Term Visitor
34,462
2.21%
26301.03
0.98%
Resident
Worker- -AM
AMPeak/NHB
Peak/HBO
25274.24
0.95%
58,906
5.08%
Short
Term Worker
Visitor - -Mid-Day
111,127
7.11%
43079.95
1.61%
Resident
Mid-DayPeak/NHB
Peak/HBO
42828.59
1.61%
21,934
1.89%
Short
Term Visitor
50,638
3.24%
35283.65
1.32%
Resident
Worker- -PM
PMPeak/NHB
Peak/HBO
37082.05
1.39%
408,128
35.21%
Long Term
Visitor- AM
- AllPeak/NHB
Trips
530,870
33.98%
37131.04
1.39%
Resident
Worker
33269.67
1.25%
102,136
8.81%
Long
Term Worker
Visitor --AM
Peak/All
Trips
135,585
8.68%
108587.42
4.06%
Resident
Mid-Day
Peak/NHB
98413.59
3.69%
194,675
16.79%
Long Term
Visitor
- Mid-Day
Trips
247,021
15.81%
61987.78
2.32%
Resident
Worker
- PMPeak/All
Peak/NHB
59435.44
2.23%
111,317
9.60%
LongOutbound
Term Visitor
- PM Peak/All
Trips
148,264
9.49%
46856.41
2%
Commuter
- All Trips
49003.07
2%
26,821
2.31%
Long Term
Visitor - AM
Peak/HBW
35,794
2.29%
11842.88
0.44%
Outbound
Commuter
- AM
Peak/All Trips
11860.3
0.44%
21,538
1.86%
Long Term
Visitor - Mid-Day
Peak/HBW
29,914
1.91%
21779.02
0.81%
Outbound
Commuter
- Mid-Day
Peak/All Trips
23056.28
0.86%
16,880
1.46%
Long Term Visitor - PM Peak/HBW
21,523
1.38%
13234.51
0.49%
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/All Trips
14086.49
0.53%
29,330
2.53%
Long Term Visitor - AM Peak/HBO
43,511
2.78%
2472.36
0.09%
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBW
2726.2
0.10%
32,385
2.79%
Long Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
49,846
3.19%
2717.56
0.10%
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
3060.3
0.11%
27,360
2.36%
Long Term Visitor - PM Peak/HBO
39,225
2.51%
1912.64
0.07%
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBW
2036.21
0.08%
45,985
3.97%
Long Term Visitor - AM Peak/NHB
56,280
3.60%
2333.1
0.09%
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/HBO
2560.5
0.10%
140,752
12.14%
Long Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
167,262
10.70%
2632.17
0.10%
Outbound
Commuter
Mid-Day
Peak/HBO
3603.12
0.14%
67,077
5.79%
Long Term
Visitor - -PM
Peak/NHB
87,516
5.60%
2641.08
0.10%
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBO
3282.04
0.12%
7037.42
0.26%
Outbound Commuter - AM Peak/NHB
6573.6
0.25%
16429.29
0.61%
Outbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
16392.86
0.61%
In order to see the geographic distribution
of trips along
with the desire lines connecting
TAZ
8680.79
0.32%
Outbound Commuter - PM Peak/NHB
8768.24
0.33%
96310.97
3.60%
Inbound
Commuter
All
Trips
100913.25
3.78%
centroids, the study team modeled the AirSage data utilizing Cube travel demand software. The
24080.25
0.90%
Inbound Commuter - AM Peak/All Trips
25209.01
0.95%
AirSage data tables were used to41804.15
identify 1.56%
meaningfulInbound
correlations
begin
theTrips
modeling
Commuter - to
Mid-Day
Peak/All
42759.78 analysis.
1.60%
30426.57
1.14%
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/All Trips
32944.46
1.24%
Each data pair (i.e., Long Term Visitor
Peak –Inbound
Not Commuter
Home -Based)
were modeled
use
5526.87 – Mid-Day
0.21%
AM Peak/HBW
6588.12 for
0.25%
5537.86
0.21%
Inbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
6619.23
0.25%
in determining the travel behaviors of residents and visitors within the study area, and CAT service
4572.03
0.17%
Inbound Commuter - PM Peak/HBW
4993.12
0.19%
6197.06
Inboundcan
Commuter
Peak/HBO
6498.98
0.24%
areas respectively. An example
of the0.23%
model outputs
be- AM
seen
in the figure
below,
7768.78
0.29%
Inbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/HBO
8273.15
0.31%
demonstrating home-based-work
trips 0.31%
made during Inbound
the Commuter
morning
peak period9600.53
by resident
8374.43
- PM Peak/HBO
0.36%
12356.32
0.46%
Inbound Commuter - AM Peak/NHB
12121.91
0.45%
workers. Origins are shown in grey,
destinations
are
orange,
and
the
desire
lines
are
in
blue.
All
28497.51
1.06%
Inbound Commuter - Mid-Day Peak/NHB
27867.4
1.04%
17480.11
0.65% larger circles
Inbound
Commuter
- PMlines
Peak/NHB
18350.81
origins, destinations, and lines are
scaled with
and
thicker
indicating
more 0.69%
trips.
964406.45
36.03%
Short Term Visitor - All Trips
985887.28
36.96%
216686.87
8.10%
Short Term Visitor - AM Peak/All Trips
224502.42
8.42%
501041.79
18.72%
Short Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/All Trips
500353.84
18.76%
Work trips in the morning originate
from 9.22%
many residential
areas and travel to fewer
zones where
246677.79
Short Term Visitor - PM Peak/All Trips
261031.02
9.79%
25905.76
0.97%
Short
Term
Visitor
AM
Peak/HBW
31784.22
employment is concentrated. As seen in the figures, one of the primary attractions if found in1.19%
the
29424.95
1.10%
Short Term Visitor - Mid-Day Peak/HBW
36847.78
1.38%
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HOME-BASED-WORK MORNING ORIGINS

In addition to workers who live within Chatham
County and Richmond Hill, the destinations of
morning home-based work trips of inbound
commuters help shed light on peak period
employment-based travel. Much travel occurs
between Effingham and zones in the vicinity of
Pooler in northwest Chatham County. Patterns
are also evident between Liberty and Long
Counties and Richmond Hill. Also noteworthy
are the many trips attracted to the Oglethorpe
Mall area particularly from Effingham County.

HOME-BASED-WORK MORNING DESTINATIONS

HOME-BASED-WORK MORNING DESTINATIONS FOR
INBOUND COMMUTERS
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HOME-BASED-OTHER BY NON-VISITORS

Much travel was captured to and from
external zones. The adjacent figure
shows daily non-home-based trips in
April 2016. Many trips flow through the
study area between external zones, for
example, between South Carolina and
McIntosh County. The bulk of the
analysis focused on trips among internal
zones. (See inbound and outbound
commuter types for exceptions.)

Trips not related to commuting are also
of interest. This figure shows attractions
for home-based-other trips made by
non-visitors. Many trips from Effingham
County appear destined for Chatham
County for commercial opportunities,
including along Augusta Road (e.g., Rice
Hope Market) and Pooler Town Center.
Some trips are self-contained in Western
Chatham (i.e., Savannah Quarters to
Pooler Town Center). The Oglethorpe
Mall zone attracts the most trips in the
east and has strong flows to and from
North Georgetown and Live Oak.

EXTERNAL ZONE NON-HOME-BASED TRIPS

The above figures illustrated specific
examples of the AirSage data utilizing
various dimension. The following two
sections summarize the AirSage trips by
Subscriber Type and Trip Purpose.
2.4.5.2

SUBSCRIBER TYPE

The figures below show trip flows for home workers, long-term visitors, and short-term visitors.
The trips are not filtered by trip purpose, but some key shopping areas show up on the home
worker map, such as the Oglethorpe Mall zone and the Pooler area. Long-term visitors have
similar patterns, with the addition of many trips to Tybee Island. Two maps are shown for shortterm visitors; due to the nature of the AirSage time thresholds, many through trips appear as
short-term visitors along the I-95 corridor.
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LONG-TERM VISITORS GO TO TYBEE

HOME WORKERS GO SHOPPING

SHORT-TERM VISITORS

SHORT-TERM VISITORS EXTERNAL

The two remaining subscriber types are inbound and outbound commuter. The figure below
shows outbound commuter flows; on the left the AirSage outbound commuter total daily origins
are shown divided by all subscribe types. Dark green areas represent zones with relatively high
percentage of outbound commuters. Many of these zones are near the edges of the county in
western Chatham and in Richmond Hill, as well as the area surrounding the Georgia Ports
Authority (GPA). Most outbound external trips are to/from Effingham and Liberty/Long Counties.
Outbound commuters would not have CAT transit service available to reach their destinations
from these areas and are therefore not a primary focus for recommendations under this analysis.
The tables on the following page identify the zones with the largest magnitude and highest
percentage of outbound commuter trip origins. Several of the zones represent residential areas
where large numbers of workers are likely commuting to external zones. Others, particularly in
the percentage table, are industrial zones with small numbers of devices.
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OUTBOUND COMMUTERS
OUTBOUND COMMUTER ORIGINS

OUTBOUND COMMUTER FLOWS

OUTBOUND COMMUTER MAGNITUDE (OF TRIPS ORIGINATING)

Rank

Outbound
TAZ
% of Origins in
Commuters
ID
Zone
Originating

TAZ Description

1

1

1,198

4.2%

Northeast corner of Chatham

2

7

1,125

2.6%

Pooler Pkwy Com & Godley Res

3

9

1,056

2.9%

Pooler, Williams, West Chatham ES & MS

4

157

648

1.2%

Oglethorpe Mall, Skyland Terrace / Greenway Park/Grove Park

5

19

637

3.4%

Walmart (Hwy 17), Savannah Festival Outlet Center, highway
commercial, residential

OUTBOUND COMMUTER PERCENTAGE (OF TRIPS ORIGINATING)

Rank

TAZ
ID

Outbound
Commuters

% of
Origins in

Originating

Zone

TAZ Description

1

106

63

12.3%

Liberty/East Coast Terminals

2

224

233

7.9%

Live Oak / White Oak, Richmond Hill

3

38

29

7.5%

Garden City east

4

53

21

7.2%

Port - W Lathrop Ave Industrial

5

34

345

6.7%

Georgia Ports Authority - Main

In order to answer the Analysis Question:
What are inbound and outbound commuter’s primary destinations, and how do they interact with
existing transit routes/park-n-ride facilities?
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the study team utilized the Home-Based-Work, Morning Destinations for Inbound Commuters
model output and examined the relationship to CAT transit service shown in red in the figure
below.
Many inbound commuters come from Effingham County, and many go to zones around Pooler.
There is CAT service in the Pooler area, however these inbound trips would not be served by
current service. A strong flow also exists from Effingham County to the Oglethorpe Mall zones
and between Richmond Hill and Bryan County and Liberty/Long Counties, but transit does not
serve these flows.
MORNING HOME-BASED WORK INBOUND COMMUTER DESTINATIONS

The following figure summarizes trip destinations by number of trips and subscribe type. The
larger the circle the more the trips, and the pie slices represent each subscribe type. More than a
third of trips attracted to Oglethorpe Mall are resident workers. Long term visitors also make up
about a third of the trips. The majority of downtown trips are resident workers and long term
visitors, which are split about evenly. Approximately two thirds of the trips attracted to Tybee
Island are long term visitors, or devices with home locations outside of the study area that remain
within the study area for longer than two days.
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DESTINATIONS BY SUBSCRIBER TYPE

2.4.5.3

TRIP PURPOSE

The figure below shows the AirSage trips by trip purpose and the three trip purposes are HomeBased Work, Home-Based Other, and Non-Home-Based. Oglethorpe Mall strongly drives internal
travel home-based work trips. External trips make up a large component of travel, especially
Effingham County.

Home Based Other trip flows have larger magnitude and more varied

locations.
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HOME-BASED WORK

HOME-BASED OTHER

NON-HOME-BASED

NON-HOME-BASED, INTERNAL ONLY

Non-Home-Based trips are shown both with externals included and excluded. Many externalexternal through trips cross the area demonstrating regional travel behaviors. There are more
Non-Home-Based trips than Home-Based Other trips, meaning there are more trips originating
from and ending in TAZs that are not the “home” location for the mobile device. As noted
previously, key destinations are Oglethorpe Mall area, Tybee Island, and Pooler.
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2.4.5.4

TRANSIT SERVICE AREA

The AirSage origin-destination data provides insights about general travel throughout the region.
However, to apply the analysis to improve the CAT transit system, it is necessary to overlay the OD data with the transit service area. The figure below shows the zone boundaries, as well as the
transit routes. A three quarters of a mile buffer, which is generally considered the service area
within which routes are accessible, is overlaid on the transit routes shown in green.
TRANSIT SERVICE AREA

Potential new transit markets can be informed by identifying areas without current transit service
but that have many trip origins or destinations. The figure below shows zones with no transit
access shown as red hatched lines, along with the number of trip origins shown by graduated
scale dots. To compensate for the varying size of the zones, the number of trip origins are
normalized by the land area of each zone. Two areas that stand out with moderate trip activity
but no transit access are the Southbridge community, located within current potential CAT service
area; and Richmond Hill, which is outside the existing CAT service area.
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ZONES WITH SIGNIFICANT AIRSAGE TRIP ACTIVITY WITHOUT TRANSIT ACCESS

Employment is a major driver of transit ridership and travel generally. The figure below builds on
the previous figure by showing both major employment by number of employees and total
employment within each zone, again normalized by land area.

Three concentrations of

employment and O-D trip activity stand out: Downtown, the Oglethorpe Mall area, and Memorial
University Medical Center/Candler Hospital.
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ZONES WITH SIGNIFICANT AIRSAGE TRIP ACTIVITY AND MAJOR EMPLOYERS
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2.4.5.5

TRANSIT SUITABILITY

Beyond only looking at areas with high O-D trip activity close to transit, O-D trips are more likely
to be associated with transit when they occur in areas with high transit suitability. The figure
below shows areas with high transit propensity in dark green. Three areas with high transit
propensity and high O-D trip values stand out: West Savannah, Greater Victorian East, and
Memorial University Medical Center. Transit’s modest mode share likely inhibits a stronger
association between transit propensity and O-D trip activity.
The figures below shows similar areas are apparent as areas with high O-D trip activity, as well as
transit supportive density.
ZONES WITH SIGNIFICANT AIRSAGE TRIP ACTIVITY WITH HIGH TRANSIT PROPENSITY
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ZONES WITH SIGNIFICANT AIRSAGE TRIP ACTIVITY WITH HIGH TRANSIT PROPENSITY AND TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE
DENSITY

Two of the factors that make up transit propensity are car ownership and income. Choice transit
ridership has been shown to be strongly associated with these two factors. The Analysis Question:
Which zones have population characteristics consistent with choice transit ridership?
is answered by identifying block groups with census data characteristics compatible with choice
transit riders.
The following figure shows areas that have high concentrations of these choice ridership factors
that also have significant trip activity. Areas with a light blue border are the 48 of 205 block groups
that have fewer than 5% of households without access to a car and fewer than 10% of households
in poverty. Three notable areas that match these criteria and have high O-D trip activity are Pooler,
Southbridge/Berwick, and the US 17 Walmart/ Ogeechee Farms zone.
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ZONES WITH SIGNIFICANT AIRSAGE TRIP ACTIVITY AND WITH HIGH CHOICE RIDERSHIP DEMOGRAPHICS

2.4.5.6

TRANSIT RIDERSHIP

With the assembled the AirSage O-D and transit suitability data, transit ridership data can provide
insights into the origin and destination activity relative to the transit system. The figures on the
following pages show a summary of the boarding and alighting data by route. Total and morning
boarding and alightings are shown. In general, stops with many boardings are closely aligned
with major destinations, such as downtown and the malls. Variations are evident, with certain
stops seeing more relative activity during the morning peak period than throughout the entire
day (total). .
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BOARDING AND ALIGHTING SUMMARY
TOTAL BOARDINGS
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TOTAL ALIGHTINGS
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AM BOARDINGS
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AM ALIGHTINGS

This level of data analysis was performed for all CAT routes in order to develop study
recommendations. These individual detailed analysis can be found in the Appendix. An example
of the detailed analysis is shown in the next section with a Route 14 case study.
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2.5 Route 14 Case Study
The workhorse of the system, Route 14 sees over 50,000 monthly riders. Boarding and alighting
data was not available for the entire current routing of Route 14 in the 2013 data because it did
not extend to Savannah Mall at that time. However, trial Automated Passenger Counter (APC)
data was available for the ridership analysis. Primary boarding locations for Route 14 include the
Transit Center, which has more than 500 daily boardings, and the Savannah Mall and Oglethorpe
Mall, which have about 140 daily boardings.
Major destinations on Route 14 include the Transit Center, Oglethorpe Mall, St. Joseph’s Hospital,
Armstrong State University, Walmart on Fulton Road., and Savannah Mall. High propensity areas
include downtown, midtown, and areas near Oglethorpe Mall, and Savannah Mall. Of trips
transferring to Route 14, the highest contributors were 17% from Route 25 (the second highest
ridership route in the system), 14% transferred from Route 3, and 11% transferred from Route 6.
Key transfers from Route 14 were to Route 3 (13%), Route 6 (12%), Route 25 (12%), Route 27(12%),
and Route 31 (11%). Key transfer locations were the Transit Center and Oglethorpe Mall.
The figure below shows the boardings by stop and transit propensity on the left. On the right are
the desire lines showing AirSage flows of trips between zones along the route. The thicker the
lines the more trips. Also shown are the number of trips destined for each zone, broken down by
the subscriber type (home worker, inbound commuter, long-term visitor, outbound commuter,
resident worker, and short-term visitor. In assessing the results, the wider lines indicate large
amounts of travel between downtown and Oglethorpe Mall and between Oglethorpe Mall and
Savannah Mall. However there are very thin lines directly from the Savannah Mall area to
downtown.
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ROUTE 14 CASE STUDY

The table below shows a trip table to and from various groups of zones along Route 14 based on
the AirSage data. Large number of trips are to/from Midtown, most of which are unrelated to
downtown/transit center. Trips originating from the transit center zone and going past
Oglethorpe Mall comprise 22% of the trips; 31% go to midtown and 28% go to the Oglethorpe
Mall zone.
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AIRSAGE TRIPS ALONG ROUTE 14
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The APC stop level ridership data allows a similar analysis of transit trips. The top portion of the
following table shows the number of boardings, alightings, and loads on various route segments.
There are 532 boardings on Route 14 at the Transit Center. Although the raw counts do not record
actual trip origins and destinations, the total alightings on each segment can be compared to the
number of original boardings. Relative to the number of boardings at the Transit Center, 20%
alighted at the Oglethorpe Mall zone and 36% remained on board past the Oglethorpe Mall zone,
which contrasts with the 22% of AirSage trips that originated at the transit center zone and
continued past the Oglethorpe Mall zone.
The lower part of the table shows similar information for Route 14 inbound. There were 637
boardings on Route 14 inbound prior to the Oglethorpe Mall zone; 203 alightings occurred at the
Oglethorpe Mall zone. Based on these figures, 68% of inbound directional boardings remain on
board past the Oglethorpe Mall zone.
APC AVERAGE BUS STOP RIDERSHIP OUTBOUND WEEKDAY
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Ardsley Park

Building on the figure depicting Choice Ridership, the following figure brings in the ridership data
to examine a specific subarea. The circled low propensity (light purple) neighborhoods include
Ardsley Park, Abercorn Heights/Lamara Heights, and Olin Heights. The choice ridership factors
are shown in green hatching, which includes fewer than 10% households in poverty and few 5%
zero car households. Based on the boarding data, Route 11 has minimal activity, Route 14 has
reduced activity, and Routes 27/28 likely draw ridership from higher propensity east of Waters
Avenue.
Based on the data analysis, the potential for splitting Route 14 into two routes to better serve
riders and increase efficiency may be a viable option. In addition, consolidation of some stops
through the low propensity neighborhoods may also be a viable option.
ZONES WITH SIGNIFICANT AIRSAGE TRIP ACTIVITY AND WITH HIGH CHOICE RIDERSHIP DEMOGRAPHICS
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3. GENERAL FINDINGS
The study team developed a series of general observations during the O-D and CAT Operational
Analysis. The general observations outlined below provide the overarching framework used to
guide the development of service related recommendations:


Downtown, Midtown Hospitals, and the Oglethorpe Mall area are critical destinations for
local travel.

All recommendations should be cognizant of how they will impact

opportunities to access these areas.


Much travel occurs within the region with high concentrations of jobs/shopping/services
located on the outer perimeter of the service area.



Travel patterns are primarily North and South oriented inside the urban core.



The CAT system is geographically stretched requiring significant resources to access areas
with limited ridership potential shown in both propensity and density analysis results.



Routes run on extended headways with reduced frequency resulting in a limited ridership
profile of transit dependent populations.



AirSage data provides insights into areas where transit service could be considered and
where service streamlining may be appropriate.



AirSage data shows where routes are underperforming due to discrepancies between
transit service offered and desired paths of travel.

Two overarching questions the study team sought to answer are:



Are we serving areas where we need to be?
Are we missing service in areas where potential opportunities exist?

The study team’s findings regarding these questions are that CAT is currently serving the
geographic areas demonstrating the highest levels of transit propensity and transit supportive
densities, as well as connecting these populations to jobs, goods, and services. However, CAT is
also providing service in far-reaching areas of the County that do not have transit supportive
densities or high concentrations of transit propensity to support fixed route service. In addition,
while service is offered geographically, CAT is offering service that is too infrequent or indirect to
adequately serve the needs of the traveling public.
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These overarching observations helped the study team to establish goals specific to the O-D
Analysis recommendations. The recommendations should:
1.

Optimize system performance while limiting service redundancy
and/or inefficiencies, and minimizing impacts to existing riders.

2.

Identify opportunities for new/improved service, including increased
frequency in existing service areas.

3.

Improve direct service and service frequency, giving priority to local
resident’s travel needs.

These general findings and goals serve as the framework for the development of service level
recommendations described in the following sections.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS
During the various analysis screenings performed, a number of CAT routes were identified as
having performance issues and/or service redundancies. Additional routes were also identified as
not providing service that is supported by trip behaviors defined by AirSage data. These routes
were then separated into three tiers for development of recommendations. These tiers are
defined as:
Tier I: Routes that demonstrate the most significant level of operational underperformance and
do not correspond with mobile device travel data.
Tier II: Routes that demonstrate operational underperformance, redundancy of service, and/or do
not correspond with mobile device travel data.
Tier III: Routes that require additional analysis, but that indicate underperformance and/or
opportunity for improved ridership and service efficiencies.
The following table provides an overview of the recommendations developed for each of the CAT
routes resulting from the technical analysis. Summaries for each of these recommendations are
provided in the following section, and detailed analysis data for each of the routes can be found
in the Appendix.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS BY ROUTE

Route

Change

Results

Tier 1

Route 20 –Skidaway Island /
Coffee Bluff

Discontinue Route

Reduction in Service Hours: 145 / average weekday
Less than 0.5% of system ridership impacted

Route 100 X – Airport Express

 Discontinue Route
 Modify Route 3

Reduction in Service Hours: 250 / average weekday
Less than 0.5% of system ridership impacted

Route 11 - Candler

Discontinue Route

Reduction in Service Hours: 143 / average weekday
Less than 0.5% of system ridership impacted

Route 12 - Henry

 Discontinue route segment serving Island
Towne Center and Thunderbolt

Reduction in service hours to be determined
Maintain 30 minute headways






Reroute to serve SSU
Reduce cycle time from 120 to 90 minutes
Remove one bus
Potential to remove second bus with
extended headways

Route 10 – East Savannah

 Reroute to serve schools near Island
Towne Center
 Cut underperforming loop at Wilmington

No impact to service hours
Maintain 60 minute headway

Tier 2

Island
 Maintain 60 minute headways and two
buses
Route 14 - Abercorn

 Enhance frequency between Oglethorpe

Maintain current service hours

Mall and downtown
Phase 1:
 Split route at Oglethorpe Mall
 Utilize four peak buses on north leg

Extended 15 minute headway on north alignment

 Maintain service on south leg
Phase 2:
 Add frequency on north leg with new
electric buses
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Route
Route 31 – Skidaway/Sandfly

Change

Tier 2

 Streamline service to improve on-time
performance
 Discontinue underperforming route
segments at Sallie Mood Drive and
Montgomery Crossroad

Results
No impact to service hours
Maintain current frequency

 Maintain current headways and schedule

Tier 3

Route 3B – Augusta Avenue /

 Further analyze feasibility of combining

Further study required

Garden City / Hudson Hill
Route 29 – West Gwinnett /
Cloverdale

Routes 3-B and 29
 Discontinue underperforming loops
 Discontinue one service vehicle

Maintain frequency and service coverage

Route 3 – West Chatham
West Chatham Circulator

 Consider elimination of Route 3 and
incorporate into West Chatham circulator
 Further evaluate West Chatham circulator

Further study required

Southside Circulation

 Further analyze feasibility and need of

Further study required

southside circulator
 Enhance south end of decoupled Route
14 to improve frequency and service
 Analyze the interaction between Route
14 and Route 31 and consider circulator
to enhance/replace segments of strained
routes
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4.1 Tier I Recommendations
The primary factor used to identify routes for Tier I analysis was the average operational cost per
passenger, or the amount of funding required to provide service divided by the number of
passengers that utilize the route. Routes with significant service provided, that results in few
transit trips, results in a high cost per passenger value.
The following graph shows that the average cost for routes 100X - Airport Express Service, Route
20 - Skidaway Island / Coffee Bluff, and Route 11 - Candler were exponentially higher than the
other CAT routes meaning they are underperforming by a significant margin. These routes were
screened using the O-D analysis findings to identify opportunities to improve system efficiencies

Average Operational Cost per
Passenger

and recommend modifications to underperforming transit routes.

Average Operational Cost per Passenger by Route
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5.1.1 Route 100X
Route 100X offers express service between the
Savannah Hilton Head Regional Airport and
Downtown Savannah. At the time that the O-D
Analysis was performed, the service operated
on a 75 minute frequency and delivered all
passengers to the CAT Transfer Center located
at 610 W. Oglethorpe Avenue.
Operational adjustments were made in July
2017 to extend the route into the Downtown
area offering direct drop off locations at nearby
hotels. These changes were made in an effort
to better serve the passengers by eliminating
the need for transfers for visitors traveling to
hotels in the downtown area, and thereby
improving direct service
passenger travel time.

and

reducing

The O-D Analysis shows that boardings for
Route 100X were limited, with less than 1,000
average monthly riders. Stop level data was
not available to determine the primary origin
points for the route. As an express service
route, the key areas served are limited to the
Airport and Downtown Savannah.
The AirSage data provided insights regarding the
origins and destinations of travelers with access to
the 100X route. The adjacent figure shows trips
that originate in the TAZ containing the Airport and
the path of travel to their destination. While desire
lines are weighted in the Downtown area, the most
significant travel sheds radiate into the TAZs
immediately adjacent to the point of origin, and
therefore would not be served by Route 100x. The
Pooler area and downtown are the largest origins
and destinations within Chatham County. The trip
behaviors into the downtown area are also fairly
dispersed and not concentrated on one key TAZ or TAZ cluster. South Carolina and Effingham County are
large external origins and destinations for the Airport zone trips. Resident workers comprise almost one
quarter of trips attracted to the airport. Approximately half of the remaining trips are “long term visitors”.
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ROUTE 100X ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Highest operational cost per passenger for the entire CAT system.
Trips, observed using AirSage mobile device data, traveling to and from the Airport and the Downtown
do not demonstrate sufficient volumes to sustain express transit service.
Key destinations, such as the Airport, major employers, and Downtown Savannah should still be served
by Chatham Area Transit.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Discontinue Route 100x – Express Service
Modify Route 3 “West Chatham” to serve the Savannah Hilton Head Airport, Airway Avenues, and add a
stop closer to Gulf Stream to improve access for passengers. These modifications will require streamlining
of Route 3 to eliminate underperforming segments of service.

IMPACTS
Service reduction of approximately 258 hours per average weekday.
Less than approximately 0.5% CAT passengers impacted by discontinuation of service.

5.1.2 Route 20
Route 20 - Skidaway Island / Coffee Bluff
provides fixed route transit service on a
limited schedule. Key areas served by
Route 20 include the Walmart at
Montgomery Crossroad, The Village
Shopping Center at The Landings
community, and Coffee Bluff Marina. This
winding route has the second highest
operating cost per passenger for the CAT
system and serves less than 700 trips on
average per month. Stop level boarding
and alighting data reflect fewer than 6
trips at active stops and the largest
majority of stops for the route
experienced no boarding or alighting
activity for the entire sample.
Mobile device data shows that travel
within proximity to Route 20 is heavily
weighted towards the Oglethorpe Mall
area with limited travel between other
primarily residential areas.
The O-D
Analysis demonstrates that the areas
served by Route 20 have very low transit
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propensity, including Isle of Hope, Coffee Bluff,
and Skidaway Island, indicating that the
populations with access to Route 20 do not
have demographic characteristics that are most
likely to need or utilize public transportation.
The service area lacks sufficient density to
support basic / hourly transit service.
In addition to the low propensity, low density,
limited ridership, and high operational cost,
Route 20 also experiences service redundancy
to the primary activity centers including
Walmart, and the Oglethorpe Mall which are
also served by Routes 4, 6, 28, and 31.

ROUTE 20 ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Second highest operational cost per passenger for the CAT system.
Limited ridership is associated with low transit propensity, limited travel demand among Coffee Bluff, Isle
of Hope, Skidaway Island, and Montgomery Crossroads.
Key destinations such as Oglethorpe Mall and Walmart are currently served by other routes.
A transportation company pilot program could replace fixed route transit service for areas such as the
Village Shopping Center at the Landings and Coffee Bluff.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Discontinue Route 20 - Coffee Bluff / Skidaway
Further analyze rideshare pilot program for feasibility and cost effectiveness.

IMPACTS
Service reduction of approximately 145 hours per average weekday.
Less than approximately 0.5% CAT passengers impacted by discontinuation of service.
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5.1.3 Route 11
Route 11 - Candler offers fixed route bus service between the
CAT Intermodal Transfer Center, Downtown Savannah,
Candler Hospital, Skidaway Island, and Eisenhower Drive.
Route 11 operates on a 90 minute headway with service
beginning at 5:45 AM and the last stop at 5:29 PM. Service
for Route 11 is suspended for approximately 5 hours
beginning at 9:10 AM, resuming at 2:30 PM, daily.
Due primarily to low ridership, Route 11 has the third highest
operational cost per passenger for the CAT system, with
approximately 1,000 average monthly trips. Stop level
boarding and alighting data logged fewer than five trips per
stop for the route, with a significant number of stops
experiencing zero boardings and alightings for the entire
sample.
AirSage data shows strong north/south travel patterns
between the Downtown area and Oglethorpe Mall. Travel
volumes in the Skidaway Island and Eisenhower Drive area
are limited, and correspond with low transit propensity.
Given the low transit boarding activity to and from South
Eastern areas surrounding Route 11, it can be assumed that
these trips are made using other modes, such as privately
owned vehicles. These areas of low ridership also have low
transit propensity. The following figures shows
concentrations of higher transit propensity in dark blue,
along with existing CAT transit routes and boarding data
displayed as orange dots. Black dots represent existing
transit stops with zero boarding for the entire sample.
Activity is concentrated in the Downtown area along
Broughton St. and north of Victory Drive. The remainder of the route experienced extremely limited
boarding activity.
Higher propensity areas surrounding Route 11 are also served by Routes 14, 27, 31, and 4 that offer
passengers more frequent service and transfer opportunities. The following figure demonstrates areas of
Route 11 that overlap with existing CAT routes, resulting in service redundancy, and ultimately
underperformance for Route 11.
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Service Route Alternatives:
Abercorn St : Route 14
Candler Hospital: Route 27
Portions of Skidaway Rd, Derenne Ave, La Roche
Ave, and Nottingham Dr/Beaumont Dr: Route 31
Near Eisenhower Dr at Skidaway Rd: Route 4

ROUTE 11 ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Third highest operational cost per passenger for the CAT system.
Limited ridership is associated with low transit propensity, and insufficient service to support choice
ridership.
Key destinations such as Downtown and Candler Hospital are currently served by other routes.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Discontinue Route 11 - Candler

IMPACTS
Service reduction of approximately 143 hours per average weekday.
Less than approximately 0.5% CAT passengers impacted by discontinuation of service.

Tier II Recommendations
Tier II recommendations were identified during the evaluation of AirSage O-D travel behavior, transit
propensity, and CAT operational performance. CAT routes that expressed issues in any, or all, of these
analysis elements were flagged for additional review and potential development of service
recommendations to eliminate conflicts.
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5.1.4 Route 12
Route 12 - Henry is a fixed bus route
that provides east / west connectivity
extending from Ogeechee Road on the
west to the Island Towne Center at
Whitemarsh Island. The service spine
operates on Henry and Anderson, 37th
Street, and East Victory Drive. Service
is offered at approximately 30 minute
frequency on weekdays and 45 – 60
minutes during weekend service.
Route 12 operates in two distinct
markets or service areas, which includes
the urban core adjacent to Downtown,
and the Islands. Transit propensity
within the urban core is high while the
Island area propensity is very low. In
order for the CAT bus route to offer
service to these two distinct markets,
the bus must travel outside of its
current taxing district and along US 80
where development is limited by water
bodies and surrounding wetlands.
The AirSage mobile device data shows
very strong east / west flows of travel
concentrating at the Avondale / Victory
Heights zone which includes the
McAlpin Square Shopping Center.
Stop level boarding and alighting data
do not directly correspond with the
AirSage data, meaning the primary
ridership areas for the route are in the
urban core with very limited ridership
in the Islands area. This correlation
supports the assumption that higher
propensity populations in the urban
core area are more likely to utilize public transportation in comparison with populations in low propensity
zones that are likely utilizing other modes of transportation, such as personally owned vehicles.
In addition to the limited ridership, low propensity, and lack of development opportunities along major
segments of the route, the Islands segment of the route is also served by Route 10 - East Savannah, creating
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service redundancy in an area with limited transit
ridership potential.
Service to Savannah State
University is a major activity center and should continue
to be served by Route 12 as demonstrated in the
adjacent figure, where the black dashed area highlights
the “Islands” segment of the route, and the red dashed
line suggests alternative alignment opportunities to
provide service to the University within the CAT taxing
district.
In addition to service reductions, operational level
adjustments to the route spine were desired by CAT
staff and administration to provide additional
improvements to passengers with the Downtown Core.
Due to the lack of stop level mobile device data, turn by
turn operational adjustments for this route could not be
thoroughly vetted. Several alternates were provided for
additional analysis and are provided in the Appendix.

ROUTE 12 ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Route 12 service to Island Towne Center results in redundancy with Route 10.
Limited ridership in the “Island” segment of the service is associated with low transit propensity, and
insufficient service to support choice ridership.
The corridor used by Route 12 to serve Towne Center navigates along a largely uninhabitable corridor
with low propensity and low density.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Discontinue Route 12 - Islands segment serving Island Towne Center and Thunderbolt.
Reroute the alignment to serve Savannah State University via Skidaway Rd. and LaRoche Avenue.
Reduce cycle time from 120 minutes to 90 minutes by truncating the route at Savannah State.
Remove one bus from service, reducing peak vehicles from four to three, while maintaining *30 minute
headways.
*A second bus could be removed if route timing relaxes to 45 minute headways, however this would deviate
from the system’s schedule model and could result in passenger confusion.

IMPACTS
Level of service hour reduction is dependent on the number of vehicles removed from service for the
route.
Frequency for the most utilized segments of the route will maintain current levels of service and will
experience more direct service through the elimination of the “Islands” segment of the route.

5.1.5 Route 10
Route 10 - East Savannah is a fixed bus route that, similar to Route 12, offers east / west connectivity
between the Downtown and Wilmington Island on a one hour frequency schedule. Primary activity areas
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for the route includes Pennsylvania Avenue at Gwinnett Street, Island Towne Center, and Wilmington Island.
Route 10 also serves the Oatland Island Wildlife Center on Islands Expressway.

Due to service redundancy in the Island Town Center plaza, recommendations for Route 12 included
truncating the service to eliminate segments overlapping with Route 10. The elimination of Route 12 service
to the Island Town Center results in a required reroute of Route 10 to serve schools directly adjacent to the
plaza.
This operational level reroute can be accomplished given the existing service schedule, however if on time
performance is negatively impacted, underperforming service areas should be further screened for
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elimination. Stop level boarding and
alighting data show that the limited
activity on Wilmington Island is
concentrated at the Wilmington Island
Shopping Center. The service loop on
Walthour Road and Penn Waller Road
experience extremely low boarding
and alighting activity attributable to
low transit propensity and low
population densities. The adjacent
figure shows stop level boarding data
overlaid with transit propensity. The
entire Islands segment of Route 10
reflects the lowest level of transit
propensity populations, and ridership,
shown by graduated orange dots, is extremely limited.

ROUTE 10 ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Route 10 recommendations are considered contingent on recommended Route 12 modifications.
Route 12 service to Island Towne Center is recommended to be discontinued due to redundancy with
Route 10.
Limited ridership in the “Island” segment of the service is associated with low transit propensity, and
insufficient service to support choice ridership.
The corridor used by Route 10 to serve Towne Center and Wilmington Island navigates along a largely
uninhabitable corridor with low propensity and low density.
Schools, employment, shopping and services at Island Towne Center should continue to be served by
Route 10.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Reroute to serve schools at Island Towne Center, previously served by Route 12.
Further evaluate underperforming loop at Wilmington Island. Consider streamlining service to
Wilmington Island Shopping Center to provide additional time in the schedule to accommodate
operational level routing adjustments.

IMPACTS
Modifications to Route 10 do not result in cost savings or increased cost for the system, and are
recommended as compliment to Route 12 recommendations.
Maintain 60 minute headways served by two (2) buses.
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5.1.6 Route 14
Route 14 - Abercorn is a fixed bus
route providing service between the
CAT intermodal transfer center, and
major activity centers including the
Oglethorpe Mall, the Savannah Mall,
St. Joseph’s Hospital, and Armstrong
State University. The spine of Route
14 operates on Abercorn Street / SR
204, a primary arterial with varying
cross sections ranging from two
travel lanes navigating downtown
squares, to six travel lanes with
channelized medians further south
Route 14 operates on a 30 minute
frequency
with
peak
service
frequencies of 15 minutes. Weekend
and holiday service does not offer
improved peak service frequencies.
Detailed O-D Analysis information is
provided in Section 3.5: Route 14
Case Study of this report, as well as
in the Appendix.
In summary,
significant demand exists between
downtown and the Oglethorpe Mall area, which is the primary opportunity for trips coming from the West
side of town to get to the desired mall area zone most quickly and directly. In addition to the strong
Downtown/Oglethorpe Mall trip correlation, trips originating at the Savannah Mall area are split between
the Oglethorpe Mall area and the Downtown area. Roughly 60% of trips originating south of the Oglethorpe
Mall continue into the Downtown area.
While Route 14 is a relatively well performing route,
modifications were analyzed to improve direct service and
service frequencies. AirSage data demonstrates that trips
throughout the study area, and region, desire connection to the
Oglethorpe Mall area. Route 14 provides the most direct
connection from the CAT Intermodal Transfer Center, where the
majority of the routes for the system pulse for transfers, to the
Oglethorpe Mall Zone. Stop level boarding data shows this trip
behavior as graduated orange dots, where the highest activity
occurs at the transfer center and is distributed along the route
with significant boarding also occurring at the major activity
centers.
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In addition to the O-D Analysis findings, future initiatives for the CAT system includes implementation of
fuel efficient hybrid electric vehicles that have distance limitations that will impact the current configuration
for Route 14. More specifically, the travel distance that can be accomplished utilizing hybrid electric vehicles
is exceeded on this route and would result in recharging delays if modifications are not implemented.

ROUTE 14 ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Experiences more than 50,000 monthly trips with more than 500 daily boardings at the Intermodal
Transfer Center, and more than 140 daily boardings at the Oglethorpe and Savannah Malls.
Effectively connects areas of high and medium transit propensity to activity centers that include
education, shopping, employment, medical, and services opportunities.
Mobile device data directly correlates with the service provided.
Areas of low boarding activity occur North of Derenne Avenue in the Ardsley Park and Olin Heights
communities, where transit propensity is low and employment densities are very limited.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Phase I: Split Route 14 at the Oglethorpe Mall, utilizing 4 peak buses on the North leg of the route to
improve frequency to the downtown. Maintain service frequency on the South leg of the route using the
remaining two vehicles.
Phase II: Add frequency on the North leg of Abercorn using new electric buses.
Coordinate with Oglethorpe Mall to identify infrastructure improvements needed to support the existing
activity and future projections for increased transfers.

IMPACTS
Modifications to Route 14 do not result in operational savings or increased cost for the system, and are
recommended to support planned hybrid electric vehicle implementation and strong OD desires for
direct and more frequent service to the downtown transfer center.
Extend 15 minute headways on the North Abercorn alignment.
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5.1.7 Route 31
Route 31 - Skidaway / Sandfly is a
fixed bus route that operates roughly
on a one hour headway schedule with
peak AM and Mid-day service offered
at +/- 30 minute headways. Route 31
connects the CAT Intermodal Transfer
Center in Downtown Savannah to
major activity centers including the
Oglethorpe Mall area and the Walmart
on Montgomery Crossroad. Route 31
is the only CAT route that operates on
the East side of the service area
directly linking the downtown to these
major activity centers.
Route 31 was identified for Tier II
analysis due to consistent on-time
performance issues, as well as route
segments
with
underperforming
boarding and alighting activity. The
primary boarding locations are
Downtown and the Oglethorpe Mall,
however much activity is distributed
along the route corridor. Boarding
activity is limited along Sallie Mood
and Montgomery Crossroad corridors.
The adjacent figure shows the boarding
activity as graduated orange dots
overlaid with transit propensity to
demonstrate the relatively dispersed
boarding activity experienced by Route
31. High propensity areas found in the
downtown are connected to major
activity centers. The southern loop of
Route 31 displays low transit
propensity.
Mobile device travel behaviors are also
demonstrated in the adjacent figure.
Similar to the CAT boarding data,
AirSage trips in the service area are well
distributed throughout the area with
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concentrations in the Oglethorpe Mall zone and indicates that the primary desired destination(s) for Route
31 are located in the Mall area.

ROUTE 31 ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Experiences more than 14,000 monthly trips.
Connects areas of high and medium transit propensity to activity centers that include education,
shopping, employment, medical, and services opportunities.
Mobile device data directly correlates with the service provided.
Low boarding activity occurs in the southern loop of the route, corresponding with low transit propensity.
Primary destination of Goodwill is within walking distance to service on Eisenhower Drive and is a low
speed corridor with walkable shoulders.
Streamlining of service is critical for Route 31 to resolve on-time performance issues.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Streamline service to improve on-time performance issues, while maintaining service levels for most
utilized segments of the route.
Discontinue underperforming route segments at Sallie Mood and Montgomery Crossroads, while
evaluating improvements to bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure along these corridors to facilitate
continued connectivity to nearby transit stops.

IMPACTS
Modifications to Route 31 do not result in operational savings or increased cost for the system, and are
recommended to improve on-time performance issues.
Maintain current headways and service schedule.

Tier III Recommendations
Tier III recommendations were developed for routes that demonstrated service alignments conflicting with
AirSage travel behaviors and/or transit propensity, but that lacked sufficient operational data to support
service modifications. In addition, the O-D Analysis also provides insights regarding transit potential in
areas where CAT service is not currently offered.
The O-D Analysis was not intended to define new service alignments, public and private partnerships, and
implementation strategies, but rather to identify areas of opportunity for additional analysis during the
Transit Development Plan update process. The following section provides insights regarding areas within
the study area that warrant additional analysis and potential service extensions/modifications.
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5.1.8 Route 3-B / Route 29
Routes 3 B - Augusta Avenue/Garden City/Hudson Hill and Route 29 - West Gwinnett/Cloverdale, shown in
the maps below, provide service between the CAT Intermodal Transfer Center on Oglethorpe Avenue, and
low income areas of the community located west of downtown. Route 3B was implemented after the stop
level boarding and alighting analysis was completed, therefore detailed trip data is not available to fully vet
where underperforming segments of the service are located. However, the current configuration of the
service route creates looping and meandering travel patterns that typically results in reduced service
efficiencies and unnecessarily challenged frequencies.

Route 29 also displays a somewhat meandering alignment and limited service to the Amtrak station and
surrounding areas. The propensity of these service areas supports hourly transit service, and the AirSage
data shows strong travel desire lines seeking a common destination at the tranfer center.
Additional stop level ridership data is needed to define which segments of both Routes 3-B and 29 are
underperforming and are candidates for streamlining. With minor modifications, these routes could feasibly
be combined resulting in the elimination of one service vehicle, while maintaining current service frequency.
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ROUTE 3-B / 29 ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Stop level ridership data is not currently available for detailed route analysis.
Strong travel desire lines indicate trips are seeking a common destination on both routes 3b and 29.
Propensity in surrounding residential areas supports hourly bus service.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Gather stop level boarding and alighting data for both Routes 3b and 29.
Use stop level data to identify underperforming route segments that can be eliminated to streamline the
service.
Further analyze the feasibility of combining routes 3b and 29 while limiting impacts to existing riders.

IMPACTS
If feasible, combining routes 3b and 29 could result in the elimination of one service vehicle and would
represent operational cost savings for the system.
Maintain current headways and general service area coverage.

5.1.9 Route 3 / New West Chatham Circulator
Route 3 - West Chatham is a fixed bus
route providing hourly service between
the CAT Intermodal Transfer Center and
Benton Boulevard on the west side of
Chatham County.
Route 3 performs relatively well with
sustainable monthly ridership, however
the length in miles required to operate
this route negatively impacts service
frequency and the operational cost per
passenger performance metrics.
As
discussed previously in this report, in
order to access major activity centers and
residential developments in western
Chatham County, CAT must traverse long
distances of roadway with limited
population and employment.
Recommendations for Route 100X Airport Express included modification of
Route 3 to provide access to the Airport
and improved access to Gulf Stream.
During the operational assessment to implement these modifications, Route 3 should be thoroughly
analyzed to determine if the current configuration best serves the needs of the traveling public. More
specifically, citizens living in proximity to Route 3 have travel desires most strongly tied to goods, services,
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and
employment
opportunities in the west
Chatham County area.
Providing direct service to
downtown would not serve
these desired trips and
negatively impacts the
route’s ability to provide
direct and frequent access
between downtown and
the Airport area.
A West Chatham Circulator
should be evaluated as a
supplement to Route 3. While AirSage data indicates strong travel behaviors in quantities that show
opportunity for transit service, low propensity and suburban development patterns must be considered
during the feasibility analysis. Low frequency service extensions from existing routes will not match the trip
behaviors of the west Chatham County area market that typically desire direct, frequent, and highly
accessible service.
The adjacent figure
shows
transit
propensity with deeper
saturations of blue
reflecting high transit
propensity
and
incrementally lighter
shades
of
blue
showing lower degrees
of transit propensity.
The West Chatham
area displays relatively
low transit propensity,
which
indicates
populations are not
likely to utilize base
hourly transit service.
Further analysis is
required to determine
if sufficient demand exists within the West Chatham area.
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ROUTE 3 / WEST CHATHAM ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Removal of Benton Blvd. loop would streamline Route 3 service providing more direct serviced to the
downtown area for transfer opportunities.
AirSage trip data demonstrates a significant number of trips beginning in western Chatham County do
not desire direct access to Downtown.
Low transit propensity and suburban development patterns must be considered during future analysis.
Low frequency extension from existing routes will not match trip behaviors of western Chatham County
market.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Further analyze feasibility of West Chatham area circulator.
Consider the elimination of Benton Blvd. Loop from Route 3, to be incorporated with West Chatham
Circulator, if feasible.

IMPACTS
If feasible, implementation of a new West Chatham Circulator would require additional capital and
operational funding.

5.1.10 New Service: Southside Circulator
Routes 14 - Abercorn and 6 - Crosstown work together to provide service options between Oglethorpe Mall
and Savannah Mall. Wait times can be as sort as three minutes on the outbound and seven minutes on the
inbound trip. Service between Oglethorpe Mall and Montgomery Crossroads Walmart is sporadic, with
maximum wait times of 40
minutes to, and 60 minutes from,
Walmart.
AirSage
data
demonstrates strong correlations
between southside residential
areas, the Oglethorpe Mall area,
and the Montgomery Crossroad
Walmart.
The figure below
shows Non-visitor, Home-Based
Other destinations and desire
lines that supports the need for
additional analysis of a service
supplement in the southside
area.

In order to enhance the south
end of the decoupled Route 14,
and to improve frequency and
direct service between shopping,
housing, and employment in the
southside district, a Southside Circulator should be further analyzed for feasibility.
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NEW: SOUTHSIDE CIRCULATOR ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Wait time at major stops in the southside area can be sporadic.
AirSage trip data demonstrates strong correlations between trips originating in the south end of the
service area, and shopping/services offered in and around the Oglethorpe Mall zone and Montgomery
Crossroad Walmart.
Decoupling the Route 14 -Abercorn at the Oglethorpe mall presents an opportunity for a supplemental
Southside Circulator.
Operational level data is not available to determine feasibility of new service.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Further analyze feasibility of Southside Circulator to enhance south end of decoupled Route 14 to
improve frequency and direct service between shopping, housing and employment in the southside
district.
Analyze the interaction with Route 31 between Oglethorpe Mall and Montgomery Crossroad Walmart.
Consider using a circulator to enhance or replace segments of strained routes in the area.

IMPACTS
If feasible, implementation of a new Southside Circulator would require additional capital and
operational funding.
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